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ADMINISTRATION - LIPID RESEARCH

ADMINISTRATION

ANATOMY

ANESTHESIOLOGY


**BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY**


Hurt KJ; Fiskum G.; Rosenthal RE; Werling LL (Department of Pharmacology, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC 20037, USA). The role of l-type voltage dependent calcium channels in stimulated [3h]norepinephrine release from canine hippocampal slices following global cerebral ischemia and reperfusion. Brain Res. 1995; 673(2): 226-32.


DERMATOLOGY


EMERGENCY MEDICINE


DeAtley C.A. Flight Medicine 94. A slide tape program written for and published by the Northern Virginia EMS Council. 1995;


**EXERCISE SCIENCE**


**HEALTH CARE SCIENCES**


Kimmel PL; Peterson RA; Weihs KL; Simmens SJ; Boyle Dh; Verme D.; Umana Wo; Veis Jh; Alleyne S.; Cruz I. (Department of Medicine, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, D.C. 20037, USA). Behavioral compliance with dialysis prescription in hemodialysis patients. J Am Soc Nephrol. 1995; 5(10): 1826-43.


HIMMELFARB LIBRARY


ICU RESEARCH


LIPID RESEARCH


Muesing R.A.; Griffin P.; Mitchell P. (Department of Medicine, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC, USA). Corn oil and beef tallow elicit different postprandial responses in triglycerides and cholesterol, but similar changes in constituents of high-density lipoprotein. J Am Coll Nutr. 1995; 14(1): 53-60.
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Kessler CM; Esparraguera IM; Jacobs HM; Druy E.; Fortune WP; Holloway DS; Giordano J.; Davidson BL (Department of Internal Medicine, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC 20037, USA). Monitoring the anticoagulant effects of a low molecular weight heparin preparation. Correlation of assays in orthopedic surgery patients receiving ardeparin sodium for prophylaxis of deep venous thrombosis. Am J Clin Pathol. 1995; 103(5): 642-8.


**MEDICINE-ENDOCRINOLOGY**


**MEDICINE-EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE**


Kramer JH; Dickens BF; Misik V.; Weglicki WB (Department of Medicine, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC 20037, USA). Phospholipid hydroperoxides are precursors of lipid alkoxyl radicals produced from anoxia/reoxygenated endothelial cells. J Mol Cell Cardiol. 1995; 27(1): 371-81.


**MEDICINE-GASTROENTEROLOGY**


Gordeuk VR; Thuma PE; Mclaren CE; Biemba G.; Zulu S.; Poltera AA; Askin JE; Brittenham GM. Transferrin saturation and recovery from coma in cerebral malaria. Blood. 1995; 85(11): 3297-3301.


Kessler CM; Esparraguera IM; Jacobs HM; Druy E.; Fortune WP; Holloway DS; Giordano J.; Davidson BL (Department of Internal Medicine, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC 20037, USA). Monitoring the anticoagulant effects of a low molecular weight heparin preparation. Correlation of assays in orthopedic surgery patients receiving ardeparin sodium for prophylaxis of deep venous thrombosis. Am J Clin Pathol. 1995; 103(5): 642-8.


**MEDICINE-INFECTIOUS DISEASES**


**MEDICINE-OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE**


MEDICINE--RENAL DISEASE


Kimmel PL; Peterson RA; Weihl KL; Simmens SJ; Boyle Dh; Verme D.; Umana Wo; Veis Jh; Alleyne S.; Cruz I. (Department of Medicine, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, D.C. 20037, USA). Behavioral compliance with dialysis prescription in hemodialysis patients. J Am Soc Nephrol. 1995; 5(10): 1826-43.


Kimmel PL; Vedbrat SS; Pierce PF; Umana WO; Shepherd L.; Verme DA; Hirsch RP; Hellman KB (Department of Medicine, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC, USA). Prevalence of viremia in human immunodeficiency virus-infected patients with renal disease [see comments]. Arch Intern Med. 1995; 155(15): 1578-84.


Velasquez MT; Abraham AA; Kimmel PL; Farkas-Szallasi T.; Michaelis Oe 4Th (Department of Medicine, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC 20037, USA). Diabetic glomerulopathy in the shr/n-corpulent rat: role of dietary carbohydrate in a model of niddm. Diabetologia. 1995; 38(1): 31-8.


**MEDICINE-RHEUMATOLOGY**


**MICROBIOLOGY**


**NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY**


OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY


Mottla GL; Adelman MR; Hall JL; Gindoff PR; Stillman RJ; Johnson KE (Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, George Washington University School of Medicine and Health Sciences, Washington, DC 20037, USA). Lineage tracing demonstrates that blastomeres of early cleavage-stage human pre-embryos contribute to both trophectoderm and inner cell mass. Hum Reprod. 1995; 10(2): 384-91.


OPHTHALMOLOGY


ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY


PATHOLOGY
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**Faculty Publications 1995**  
**PATHOLOGY (Orenstein) - PEDIATRICS (Rusin) Path**

**PATHOLOGY**


Velasquez MT; Abraham AA; Kimmel PL; Farkas-Szallas T.; Michaelis Oe 4Th (Department of Medicine, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC 20037, USA). Diabetic glomerulopathy in the shr/n-corpulent rat: role of dietary carbohydrate in a model of niddm. Diabetologia. 1995; 38(1): 31-8.


**PEDIATRICS**


Fields AI; Cuerdon TT; Brasseux CO; Getson PR; Thompson AE; Orlowski JP; Youngner SJ (Department of Critical Care Medicine, Children's National Medical Center, George Washington University School of Medicine, Washington, DC, USA). Physician burnout in pediatric critical care medicine. Crit Care Med. 1995; 23(8): 1425-9.


Gunter KC; Rock RC (Department of Laboratory Medicine, Children's National Medical Center, Washington, D.C. 20010, USA). The clinical laboratory in pharmaceutical development. [review]. Ther Drug Monit. 1995; 17(2): 189-94.


Holley D.G.; Martin GR; Brenner JI; Fyfe DA; Huhta JC; Kleinman CS; Ritter SB; Silverman NH (Children's National Medical Center, Washington, D.C., USA). Diagnosis and management of fetal cardiac tumors: a multicenter experience and review of published reports. J Am Coll Cardiol. 1995; 26(2): 516-20.


Mott SH; Packer RJ; Vezina LG; Kapur S.; Dinndorf PA; Conry JA; Pranzatelli MR; Quinones RR (Department of Pediatrics, Children's National Medical Center, Washington, DC 20010, USA). Encephalopathy with parkinsonian features in children following bone marrow transplantsations and high-dose amphotericin b. Ann Neurol. 1995; 37(6): 810-4.


Murthy JN; Hicks JM; Soldin SJ (Department of Laboratory Medicine, Children's National Medical Center, Washington, DC 20010, USA). Evaluation of the Technicon Immuno I(R) random access immunoassay analyzer and calculation of pediatric reference ranges for endocrine tests, t-uptake, and ferritin. Clin Biochem. 1995; 28(2): 181-5.
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PEDIATRICS


PHARMACOLOGY


Hurt KJ; Fiskum G.; Rosenthal RE; Werling LL (Department of Pharmacology, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC 20037, USA). The role of L-type voltage dependent calcium channels in stimulated [3H]norepinephrine release from canine hippocampal slices following global cerebral ischemia and reperfusion. Brain Res. 1995; 673(2): 226-32.


PHYSIOLOGY


Kramer JH; Dickens BF; Misik V.; Weglicki WB (Department of Medicine, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC 20037, USA). Phospholipid hydroperoxides are precursors of lipid alkoxy radicals produced from anoxia/reoxygenated endothelial cells. J Mol Cell Cardiol. 1995; 27(1): 371-81.


PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES


Kimmel PL; Peterson RA; Weihs KL; Simmons SJ; Boyle Dh; Verme D.; Umana Wo; Veis Jh; Alleyne S.; Cruz I. (Department of Medicine, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, D.C. 20037, USA). Behavioral compliance with dialysis prescription in hemodialysis patients. J Am Soc Nephrol. 1995; 5(10): 1826-43.


**PULMONARY DISEASES AND ALLERGY**


**RADIOLOGY**


John CS; Bowen WD; Varma VM; Mcafee JG; Moody TW (Department of Radiology, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC 20037, USA). Sigma receptors are expressed in human non-small cell lung carcinoma. Life Sci. 1995; 56(26): 2385-92.
John CS; Vilner BJ; Gulden ME; Efange SM; Langason RB; Moody TW; Bowen WD (Department of Radiology, George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC 20037, USA). Synthesis and pharmacological characterization of 4-[125I]-n-(n-benzylpiperidin-4-yl)-4-iodobenzamide: a high affinity sigma receptor ligand for potential imaging of breast cancer. Cancer Res. 1995; 55(14): 3022-7.


Mott SH; Packer RJ; Vezina LG; Kapur S.; Dinndorf PA; Conry JA; Pranzatelli MR; Quinones RR (Department of Pediatrics, Children's National Medical Center, Washington, DC 20010, USA). Encephalopathy with parkinsonian features in children following bone marrow transplantations and high-dose amphotericin b. Ann Neurol. 1995; 37(6): 810-4.


Vilner B.J.; John C.S.; Bowen W.D. Sigma-1 and Sigma-2 receptors are expressed in a wide variety of human and rodent tumor-cell lines. Cancer Res. 1995; 55(2): 408-413.


Winick A.B. Mesenteric ischemia . : Society of Cardiovascular Interventional Radiology Research and Education Foundation, Visceral and Thoracic Diagnosis and Vascular Interventions; 1995; 5. (. Teaching file and management case for a computer/laser videodisc).


**SURGERY**


UROLOGY
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